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Underpredicting Learning after Initial
Experience with a Product

DARRON BILLETER
AJAY KALRA
GEORGE LOEWENSTEIN

For products that require skills to use, such as computers, cell phones, and sports
equipment, consumers’ purchase and usage decisions often depend on their pre-
diction of the speed with which they will master the relevant skills. In this article,
we identify a systematic pessimism in predictions of such skill learning occurring
in the initial skill-acquisition phase of product use. After initially trying new products,
people underpredict how quickly they will acquire the skills required for product
use. Further, we find that this underprediction of learning is due to a failure to
appreciate how rapidly task experience leads to a shift from system 2 to system
1 processing. In six experiments, we document the effect, examine its generality
across several tasks, and demonstrate its consequences for product devaluation
and abandonment. We conclude with a discussion of implications for customer
service, promotions, and the design of new products.

Since the seminal investigation of the diffusion of the
hybrid corn seed innovation in Iowa (Ryan and Gross

1943), the adoption of new products has been examined
from a variety of perspectives. Factors governing the adop-
tion of new products have been examined in economics
(Katz and Shapiro 1986; Tirole 1988), strategy (Leonard-
Barton 1992), information systems (Venkatesh and Davis
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2000), health care (Budman, Portnoy, and Villapiano 2003),
and marketing (Rogers 1976). The primary focus of the
marketing research has been on firm strategies and product
characteristics that facilitate product adoption. Among the
major findings is that two of the more important factors
influencing the adoption of a new product are ease of use
and perceived usefulness (Davis 1989; Davis, Bagozzi, and
Warshaw 1989).

Bagozzi, Davis, and Warshaw (1992) find that intentions
to try a new technology depend on consumer attitudes to-
ward the process of learning and expected reactions to suc-
cess and failure. Similarly, Thompson, Hamilton, and Rust
(2005) show that consumers focus on product capabilities
before trying a product but on ease of learning after they
begin using the product. One category of goods for which
initial product experience is particularly important is skill-
based products that can only be fully used and appreciated
after consumers acquire the requisite skills (Burson 2007;
Murray and Haubl 2007). Examples include sporting goods
(e.g., skis and sailboards), do-it-yourself products (e.g.,
home improvement and furniture), and many electronic de-
vices and appliances (e.g., computers, cameras, and bread
makers). Not only the initial adoption but also the continued
use of such products is likely to depend on consumers’
expectations regarding their own ability to master usage of
the product.

There is some evidence that initial learning often serves
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as a barrier to new product adoption. A recent doctoral
dissertation reports that consumers spend an average of only
20 minutes trying to operate new electronics items before
they give up and that 50% of products returned to electronics
stores that consumers claim to be defective are actually fully
functional (den Ouden et al. 2006). There is also consid-
erable anecdotal evidence that consumers either discard new
products or do not fully use them. One survey that examined
UK consumers’ usage of newly purchased kitchen items
found that between 60% and 72% of consumers purchasing
yogurt makers, plastic-bag-sealing devices, juicers, and cof-
fee machines ultimately failed to make use of their acqui-
sitions (esure Insurance and ICM 2006). Another survey of
500 people found that 22% of respondents did not learn
how to use a high-technology gift they had received in the
past year (Walker 2007).

In this article, we investigate how consumers form per-
ceptions of their own ability to acquire skills. Our focus is
on tasks novel to the consumer that require skill develop-
ment and for which performance improves with repetition.
We contrast consumers’ expectations of their own speed of
skill mastery with their actual speed of skill mastery and
find that consumers make a systematic error after initial
product use. Specifically, before hands-on experience with
a task, consumers are overconfident about both their initial
mastery of a task and their speed of learning. However, this
overconfidence quickly transmutes to underconfidence when
consumers begin the skill-acquisition process. We find that
this tendency to underpredict learning persists during the
early stages of learning but that calibration eventually im-
proves with experience.

We demonstrate the generality of this effect across tasks
that span visuospatial and fine motor skills, using different
measures such as unit performance and time to complete
the task. We investigate behavioral consequences of the ef-
fect, finding that product valuations are dynamically af-
fected, with initial product valuations declining after product
trial when consumers lose confidence in their own ability
to master usage of the product.

Self-Assessments of Future Performance

Although accurate assessments of performance allow con-
sumers to make better purchasing decisions (Alba and
Hutchinson 2000), most research finds that consumers are
not very good at predicting their own future performance.
Thus, for example, one meta-analysis of the relationship
between self-perceptions of knowledge and actual perfor-
mance found correlations ranging from .47 for athletics (mo-
tor skills) to .17 for interpersonal skills (Mabe and West
1982; Morwitz 1997).

A well-established finding is that people overpredict their
performance in many domains (Dunning, Heath, and Suls
2004; Epley and Dunning 2006; McGraw, Mellers, and Ri-
tov 2004), including using product features (Meyer, Zhao,
and Han 2008). People tend to overrate themselves when it
comes to both predicting their own absolute performance
(e.g., the planning fallacy; Buehler, Griffin, and Ross 1994)

and predicting relative performance (e.g., the better-than-
average effect; Kruger and Mueller 2002). Evidence of un-
derconfidence is rarer, although several studies have found
that people tend to be underconfident on difficult tasks (Kru-
ger 1999; Moore and Cain 2006; Moore and Kim 2003),
which is known as the hard/easy effect (Lichtenstein, Fisch-
hoff, and Phillips 1982).

Another exception to the general finding of overconfi-
dence in predicting absolute performance—and the article
that is most closely related to our work—is research by
Koriat, Sheffer, and Ma’ayan (2002) focusing on memory
tasks. In a series of studies, they exposed subjects to a series
of word pairs, had them predict their own likelihood of
recalling the test word when shown the cue word, and then
measured their actual recall. Some of these word pairs were
well known and already familiar to the participant (e.g., cow
and milk); others were not (e.g., fox and citizen). On the
first trial of this task, the authors observed reliable over-
confidence; subjects thought they would be more likely to
remember the test words than they subsequently were able
to. In later trials, however, subjects underestimated their own
subsequent recall of test words, a regularity the authors
dubbed the “underconfidence-with-practice” effect. Koriat
et al. (2006) proposed that participants are initially over-
confident because they put too much weight on the familiar
word pairs in making their predictions. After experiencing
the task, however, Koriat et al. posit, participants become
focused disproportionately on the unfamiliar word pairs that
tripped them up during the first trial and, as a result, exhibit
underconfidence.

Skill Acquisition

A consistent finding in the literature on skill acquisition
is that learning is initially rapid, decelerates with experience,
and loosely conforms to a power function (Newell and
Rosenbloom 1981). This power law of learning has been
demonstrated for a wide range of tasks (Newell and Rosen-
bloom 1981) and skill-acquisition categories, such as au-
ditory, visual, and perceptual motor skills from Fleishman’s
(1975) classic taxonomy of human performance.

Improvements in performance are generally accompanied
by, and undoubtedly partly driven by, qualitative changes
in cognitive processes. Most of the research addressing cog-
nitive processes underlying task learning is in agreement
that learning involves a transition from more deliberate, con-
scious, effortful information processing to more automatic,
unconscious, and effortless processing. For example, Fitts
(1964) proposed a still widely accepted three-stage frame-
work for understanding skill acquisition in which the learner
first gathers the facts needed to understand and perform the
task, next begins to try out the task, and finally begins to
master the task, at which point the learner’s actions are fast,
smooth, accurate, effortless, and largely removed from the
learner’s awareness (Evans 2007). Anderson (1982) likewise
proposes a three-stage model of skill acquisition that is re-
markably similar (a point noted by Ackerman [1987] in his
review of the literature on task learning). Despite differences
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in specific details, both theoretical frameworks posit a tran-
sition from processing that is relatively slow, difficult, serial,
inefficient, effortful, deliberative, conscious, and controlled
to processing that is relatively quick, effortless, efficient,
automatic, nonconscious, and characterized by an ability to
engage in multitasking behavior. These are precisely the
characteristics of the system 1 and system 2 modes of in-
formation processing introduced by Stanovich and West
(2002; see also Kahneman and Frederick 2005).

Not surprisingly, given the dramatic changes in cognitive
processes that have been identified with the process of skill
acquisition, parallel changes have been observed in the neu-
ral mechanisms associated with task engagement in different
stages of the learning process (Evans 2007). For example,
Haier et al. (1992) quantified the cerebral glucose metabolic
rate (GMR) in Tetris video game players and found that
after 4–8 weeks of daily practice, GMR in cortical surface
regions decreased, despite a sevenfold increase in perfor-
mance. Haier’s findings support the notion that, with ex-
perience, there is a reorganization of active brain areas. Later
experiments with more sophisticated brain-imaging tech-
niques have shown that during initial novel skill learning,
the control network (a network of discrete regions of the
brain that control goal processing, attention, and decision
making) is initially very active but becomes less active with
experience (Chein and Schneider 2005; Hill and Schneider
2006; Schneider and Chein 2003).

Predicting Future Performance

Predicting one’s own future performance at a task can be
viewed as a form of intrapersonal perspective taking. As
just described, engagement with a task tends to produce
changes in mental structures that result in improvements in
performance. Predicting future performance, therefore, en-
tails taking the perspective of oneself at a time in the future
when one’s mental structures will be different.

There is ample evidence that people are not very good
at this type of task and, in fact, make systematic errors.
Research on the hindsight bias (Fischhoff 1975) shows that
after individuals learn that something has happened, they
have difficulty simulating their own perspective in the ab-
sence of such learning. Research on the “curse of knowl-
edge” (Camerer, Loewenstein, and Weber 1989) shows that
people have difficulty taking the mental perspective of other,
less knowledgeable, people. Research on the hot-cold em-
pathy gaps shows that people have difficulty simulating their
own or other people’s feelings and behavior in a different
emotional state than the one they are currently in (Loew-
enstein 1996). All of this research suggests that people tend
to project their own thoughts and feelings on the past and
future as well as on other people, resulting in what has been
termed “projection bias” (Loewenstein, O’Donoghue, and
Rabin 2003).

Applied to learning, projection bias implies that someone
who is unskilled at a task will have difficulty imagining
being skilled. When system 2 processing is active during
initial skill learning, we posit that it is very difficult for a

person to imagine performing the task in a state in which
system 1 processing dominates. This should lead learners
to predict that future execution of the task will require more
effort than it actually will. Conversely, once expertise has
developed and system 1 processing occurs, consumers are
likely to find it difficult to recall the level of effort that is
required for skill acquisition. For example, Hinds (1999)
finds that experts make greater errors than people with in-
termediate skill levels when predicting novice performance,
positing that the error results from the experts’ failure to
recall the initial difficult period of mastery.

Consistent with previous research (Dunning et al. 2004;
Epley and Dunning 2006), we predict that in the informa-
tion-gathering stage (before experience), people will exhibit
overconfidence. We predict, however, that after experiencing
the slow, effortful processing arising from initial experience
with a task, people will lower their predictions—even to the
extent of underpredicting their subsequent speed of learning.
At a practical level, moreover, we predict that this decline
in optimism about task mastery will lead to quitting behavior
and reduced valuations for products that require skill ac-
quisition.

EXPERIMENT 1

In experiment 1 we investigate individuals’ perceptions of
their ability to acquire a skill and test the hypothesis that,
after initial exposure to a task, people lower their perfor-
mance predictions, switching abruptly from overconfidence
to underconfidence.

Method and Procedure

Forty-eight participants from a paid subject pool con-
sisting of both students and nonstudents were recruited for
a show-up fee of $4 and performance-based payments. Sub-
jects learned the classic mirror-tracing task (Snoddy 1926),
which was selected because it requires acquisition of a new
skill but is simple enough that the learning rate is rapid.
The mirror-tracing task requires subjects to draw a shape
using only a mirror’s reflection. Subjects were asked to trace
an unbroken line between the boundaries that were formed
by two five-pointed stars, with one star placed in the interior
of the other star.

Participants were first given 2 minutes to view a folder
containing instructions on performing the mirror-tracing
task. The instructions included the stimuli and evaluation
procedures. A correctly completed trace required that the
participants not cross the inner or outer boundary of the star
pattern while drawing. If the boundary was touched, it was
considered an error, and participants were instructed to dis-
card the trace and begin a new drawing immediately. Sub-
jects were instructed to correctly trace as many stars as
possible in four rounds of 5 minutes each.

Immediately after viewing the instructions, participants
were asked to predict the number of correct traces they
would be able to complete in the four rounds. These will
be called before-experience (PBE) predictions. After com-
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TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF POWER VERSUS EXPONENTIAL FIT

Power function
(Y p axb)

Exponential function
(Y p aebx)

Experiment a b r 2 a b r 2

1 6.00 .77 .99 5.21 .31 .97
2, control condition 142.50 �1.41 .99 317.41 �.82 .96
2, debias condition 151.30 �1.43 .99 340.81 �.83 .97
3 8.41 .76 .99 7.25 .31 .98
6 5.90 .71 .99 5.11 .29 .98

pleting the before-experience predictions, participants were
given 2 minutes to try the task. At the end of this initial
experience period, participants again made performance pre-
dictions for the four rounds. These will be termed after-
experience (PAE) predictions.

After these steps, the rounds commenced. All participants
in a session began concurrently, and a buzzer signaled the
completion of each 5-minute round. At the completion of
each round, the researcher and the subject counted and re-
corded the number of correctly traced stars. This process
was repeated for each of the four rounds. After each round,
participants made predictions for the remaining rounds. Af-
ter the four rounds ended, participants were asked to roll a
die to receive payment (as described below). Finally, sub-
jects were paid, debriefed, and dismissed.

The payment incentives were designed to ensure that sub-
jects exerted maximum effort and made accurate predictions.
Subjects were instructed that they would be paid for each
round on the basis of either performance or prediction ac-
curacy. At the end of the task, a die was rolled for each of
the four rounds. If the number rolled was between one and
five, payment was based on performance, which was 25
cents per trace completed. If a six was rolled, payment was
based on both prediction accuracy and performance. Spe-
cifically, the formula used was $.25 # (number of traces
completed � Fnumber of traces predicted � number of traces
completedF). The incentive scheme was designed to be easily
explained and incentive compatible and to ensure that sub-
jects would be motivated to forecast their own performance
as accurately as possible while exerting full effort on the
task. Subjects earned an average of $16.97 in the experi-
ment.

We present the results using the following notations: An

represents actual performance, where indi-n p 1, … , 4
cates the round, and before-experience and after-experience
predictions are indicated by PBEn and PAEn, respectively,
where n indicates the round predicted. Predictions for later
rounds are indicated by Pjn, where j represents the time
period when the prediction is made and n is the round pre-
dicted.

Results and Discussion

There is considerable discussion about the appropriate
functional form to model learning (Heathcote, Brown, and
Mewhort 2000), with the power and exponential functions
receiving the most attention. For all of the studies reported
in this article in which it was possible to do so, we estimated
the parameters from the power function ( ) and thebY p ax
exponential function ( ) and compared the modelbxY p ae
fit by investigating the explained variance (r2) captured by
each model. The results in table 1 show that the power func-
tion ( ) provides a better fit to the aggregate data2r p .99
of experiment 1 than does the exponential function ( 2r p

), and the table data show a similar, consistent pattern..97

Reduction in Predictions after Experience. We com-
pared the predictions made before and after the participants

experienced the task. As can be seen in figure 1 and table
2, after acquiring experience, participants lowered their pre-
dictions for all subsequent rounds. We conducted a re-
peated-measures ANOVA with time (before experience,
after experience) and mode (performance vs. prediction)
as within-subjects variables. Comparing before- and after-
experience predictions indicates a significant reduction in
outlook after experience ( , ).F (1, 47) p 23.72 p ! .01
Thus, moving from the information-gathering stage to the
trial stage of learning, there was an immediate and broad
reduction in participant outlook.

Current Predictions. We examined predictions of per-
formance in a round made immediately preceding the pre-
dicted round. Before trying the task, participants exhibited
overconfidence and significantly overpredicted their perfor-
mance ( ; ; F(1, 47) pM [P � A ] p 2.73 SD p 7.94BE1 1

5.67, ). After experience, the overconfidence turnedp ! .05
to underconfidence, and participants significantly underpre-
dicted performance ( ; SD p 3.65;M [P � A ] p �1.21AE1 1

, ). Subjects continued to under-F (1, 47) p 54.02 p ! .001
predict their performance before rounds 2 and 3. Only at
round 4 did calibration improve to the point at which the
prediction error was minimal and not statistically significant.

Rate-of-Learning Predictions. The decision to per-
severe with a new task or product is likely to be contingent
on predictions of the rapidity with which a desired level of
accomplishment will be achieved. We therefore examined
slope predictions made for the rate of change between the
upcoming round and the final round (e.g., ),M [P � P ]BE4 BE1

comparing it to the actual rate of learning (e.g., M [A �4

). Before their initial experience, participants already sig-A ]1

nificantly underpredicted their rate of learning (M[A4 �
A1] � M[PBE4 � PBE1] p 6.33; F(1, 47) p 37.78, p p .001),
and after experience the magnitude of inaccuracy increased
(M[A4 � A1] � M[PAE4 � PAE1] p 8.10; F(1, 47) p 151.52,

). Participants continued to underpredict their ratep ! .001
of learning before rounds 2 and 3. The results indicate a
systematic underconfidence in predicting learning. Predic-
tions before experience already underestimate actual
learning but underestimate even more severely after ini-
tial experience. Additionally, the results for this and all
experiments are replicated using Bayesian analysis. The
analysis is available upon request of the authors.
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FIGURE 1

MIRROR-TRACING EXPERIMENT

EXPERIMENT 2
The main objective of experiment 2 is to address the ro-
bustness, with respect to the method of eliciting expecta-
tions, of the effects observed in experiment 1. Participants
predict task completion times, rather than their performance
in a time period unit. One issue with the previous experiment
is that the scale used to elicit responses is likely to produce
overconfidence if initial performance is poor (e.g., if per-
formance is zero knots, then overconfidence is the only type
of inaccuracy that can be obtained initially). An advantage
of using time as a dependent measure is that since initial
performance is relatively slow, the first dependent measure
is a large number (as it takes many seconds to complete the
task). This addresses an important type of response error
known as a scale-end effect (Juslin, Winman, and Olsson
2000), which has been used to explain overconfidence and
which may have been a contributor to the effects obtained
in experiment 1.

Method and Procedure
Eighty-two undergraduate students participated in the ex-

periment for a combination of extra course credit and per-

formance-based payment. The task involved folding T-
shirts. Participants were taught the task using a 40-second
instructional video that demonstrates a novel way to fold a
T-shirt that employs four steps for successful folding and is
much quicker than the method that most people normally
employ. The task required acquiring both insight and motor
skills.

The experimental procedures were similar to those in the
mirror-tracing experiment, with a few differences. The prac-
tice period was divided into two 40-second phases. Partic-
ipants watched the instructional video twice, first without
being allowed to touch the T-shirt, then with permission to
begin practicing folding the T-shirt. The task required was
to fold two shirts in each of five rounds. Participants timed
themselves.

Each session consisted of between two and six partici-
pants seated facing their own computer terminals. To their
immediate left was a flat empty work space where partici-
pants folded the T-shirts. Headsets were provided so that
participants would have the flexibility to simultaneously fold
the T-shirts and listen to the instructional video.

The compensation scheme was again designed to motivate
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TABLE 2

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 1 (MIRROR-TRACING TASK)

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Slope

Traces completed 5.81 (5.95) 10.27 (8.41) 14.35 (10.24) 17.25 (10.74) 11.44 (6.51)
Prediction:

Before experience 8.54 (7.53) 10.58 (9.10) 12.23 (10.00) 13.65 (11.04) 5.11 (4.93)
After experience 4.60 (4.41) 5.83 (5.15) 6.96 (6.09) 7.94 (6.83) 3.34 (3.49)
Before round 2 8.06 (7.37) 9.25 (8.45) 10.04 (8.81) 1.98 (2.25)
Before round 3 13.21 (10.37) 14.77 (11.72) 1.56 (2.45)
Before round 4 17.33 (11.89)

NOTE.—Standard deviations are in parentheses.

subjects to perform maximally but also to be incentive-
compatible for time predictions. As in the mirror-tracing
task, participants rolled a die at the end of the experiment
for each round and were paid on the basis of their perfor-
mance or prediction accuracy. If the die rolled was between
one and five, they were paid 1,000/(number of seconds it
took to fold two shirts) in cents. If the die rolled was a six,
they were paid on the basis of their prediction accuracy.
Participants were paid 1,000/(number of seconds it took to
fold two shirts � Fpredicted number of seconds it took to
fold two shirts � number of seconds it took to fold two
shirtsF). On average, participants were paid $1.38.

The experiment is a between-subjects, single-factor de-
sign with two conditions: control and debias. In the debias
condition, we informed participants of the hypothesized pre-
diction errors. After watching the instructional video, par-
ticipants in the debias condition were told, “When we con-
ducted this study in the past, we have consistently found
two things. First, we found that before people practice fold-
ing the T-shirt, they predict that they will do much better
than they actually do. Second, once they start folding the
T-shirts, they predict that they will do worse than they ac-
tually do.” In the debias condition, as a test that they had
understood the information (i.e., as a kind of manipulation
check), participants were asked to circle the correct word
to complete the following two statements: (1) “before they
start practicing, people predict that they will do better/worse
than they actually do” and (2) “after they start folding the
T-shirts, people predict they will do better/worse than they
actually do.” Two subjects failed to complete both state-
ments correctly and were dropped from the analysis.

Results and Discussion

The results for the control and debias conditions are re-
ported in tables 3 and 4, respectively. As in experiment 1,
we found that the power function provided a better fit, in
each condition, to the data than did the exponential model
(see table 1).

Reduction in Predictions after Experience. Consis-
tent with experiment 1, predictions were significantly
lower after experience ( , ;F (1, 38) p 7.52 p ! .01control

, ).F (1, 40) p 5.96 p ! .05debias

Current Predictions. Consistent with experiment 1,
participants were overconfident before trying the task
( ; ; F(1, 38) pM [P � A ] p 91.19 SD p 199.70BE1 1 control

8.13, ; ; ;p ! .01 M [P � A ] p 94.22 SD p 166.12BE1 1 debias

, ). Unlike experiment 1, after ini-F (1, 40) p 13.19p ! .001
tial experience (attempting to fold the T-shirt while watching
the instructional video the second time), participants re-
mained overconfident (M[PAE1 �A1]control p 82.96; SD p
195.80; , ;F (1, 38) p 7.00 p ! .01 M [P � A ] pAE1 1 debias

; SD p 20.35; F(1, 40) p 11.17, p ! .01). However,85.07
after gaining further experience in round 1, they became
underconfident in predicting round 2 (M [P � A ] p22 2 control

; ; , ;�11.12 SD p 29.12 F (1, 38) p 5.69 p ! .05 M [P �22

; ; ,A ] p �19.74 SD p 64.33 F (1, 40) p 3.86 p !2 debias

), and the same pattern occurred after round 2 when pre-.05
dicting round 3 (M[P33 � A3]control p �5.27; SD p 9.81;

, ; ;F (1, 38) p 11.25 p ! .01 M [P � A ] p �8.6933 3 debias

; , ). We speculateSD p 30.34 F (1, 40) p 3.37 p ! .05
that the overconfidence persisted because, unlike in exper-
iment 1, participants did not have enough time to repeatedly
attempt the task in the practice period. Participants became
accurate in predicting task learning before rounds 4 and 5.

Rate-of-Learning Predictions. Before their initial ex-
perience, participants significantly underpredicted their
rate of learning (M [A � A ] � M [P � P ] p5 1 BE5 BE1 control

; F(1, 40) p 9.32, p ! .01; M[A5 � A1] � M[PBE5 �95.90
PBE1]debias p 101.49; F(1, 40) p 15.31, ). After ex-p ! .001
perience, the magnitude of the learners’ pessimism about
their rate of learning increased slightly, although not sig-
nificantly, with participants continuing to significantly un-
derpredict their own speed of learning.

Comparison between Control and Debias Condi-
tions. There were no significant differences between the
control and the debias conditions in predictions of current
or next period learning or in the reduction of predictions
after initial experience. There was no evidence that the de-
biasing intervention led to any improvement in participants’
prediction accuracy.

EXPERIMENT 3

In this experiment, we returned to the mirror-tracing task
and introduced a stronger debiasing manipulation.
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TABLE 3

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 2 (T-SHIRT FOLDING TASK) CONTROL CONDITION

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Slope

Actual time 144.60 (195.68) 43.16 (35.60) 30.52 (26.87) 27.11 (15.36) 22.70 (12.16) 121.90 (193.02)
Prediction:

Before experience 53.41 (30.59) 44.67 (25.78) 36.69 (21.81) 31.62 (18.99) 27.41 (16.39) 26.00 (19.22)
After experience 61.64 (42.43) 53.00 (36.66) 44.03 (28.91) 40.03 (26.52) 36.72 (24.96) 24.92 (24.16)
Before round 2 54.28 (36.69) 43.85 (26.63) 37.79 (21.88) 34.41 (19.98) 19.87 (23.62)
Before round 3 35.79 (28.29) 28.33 (13.18) 25.25 (11.87) 9.54 (19.34)
Before round 4 26.62 (14.71) 24.05 (13.90) 2.56 (4.93)
Before round 5 23.64 (12.90)

NOTE.—Standard deviations are in parentheses.

TABLE 4

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 2 (T-SHIRT FOLDING TASK) DEBIAS CONDITION

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Round 5 Slope

Actual time 152.90 (172.40) 47.90 (49.90) 32.40 (27.46) 24.87 (13.93) 22.09 (11.90) 130.81 (168.86)
Prediction:

Before experience 58.68 (57.12) 50.61 (54.87) 38.39 (24.91) 33.66 (22.59) 29.37 (17.59) 29.32 (50.62)
After experience 67.83 (72.88) 59.71 (61.84) 50.76 (54.44) 44.73 (4.13) 39.00 (34.53) 28.83 (44.51)
Before round 2 67.63 (76.49) 58.37 (70.81) 49.12 (52.97) 47.05 (52.73) 20.59 (36.17)
Before round 3 41.10 (48.58) 35.27 (42.62) 32.22 (40.17) 8.88 (15.52)
Before round 4 28.76 (23.48) 25.32 (18.86) 3.44 (7.07)
Before round 5 21.71 (12.08)

NOTE.—Standard deviations are in parentheses.

Method and Procedure

Twenty-five undergraduate students from a midwestern
university participated in the experiment for extra course
credit and performance-based pay. The experiment is a sin-
gle-factor, within-subjects design. The mirror-tracing task
from experiment 1 was selected as the learning task.

A similar procedure to experiment 1 was followed, with
a few exceptions. First, after making their initial (before-
experience) predictions, participants were told, “We found
that before people practice mirror tracing, they predict that
they will do much better than they actually do. Once they
start mirror tracing, they predict that they will do worse than
they actually do.” Then participants were asked again to
predict the number of traces for each round. After initially
experiencing the task and completing their predictions, par-
ticipants were reminded that “people predict that they will
do worse than they actually do.” Again participants were
asked to make predictions. Thus, before the initial experi-
ence, participants make two sets of predictions (before and
after reading about the effect), and after experiencing the
task, participants make two further sets of predictions (be-
fore and after being reminded of the effect). To differentiate
between the two before-experience predictions, we refer to
the preinformation predictions as the control predictions
(PBEnc) and the after-information predictions as the debias
predictions (PBEnd). A similar incentive structure to experi-
ment 1 was employed, except that participants were paid
$.10 instead of $.25 for a correctly completed trace (with

an average payment of $6.70 per participant). Similar to
previous experiments, we found that the power function
provided a better fit to the data than did the exponential
function (see table 1).

Results—Control Predictions

Reduction in Predictions after Experience. Partici-
pants significantly reduced their predictions after initial ex-
perience (see table 5). The main effect comparing before-
experience and after-experience predictions was significant
( , ), indicating that after-expe-F (1, 24) p 15.24 p ! .01
rience predictions were more pessimistic.

Current Predictions. Before experience, participants
were initially overconfident in their mirror-tracing ability;
they predicted that they would, on average, complete 12.60
traces in the first round but actually completed only 8.28
(M[PBE1c � A1] p 4.32; SD p 10.76; F(1, 24) p 4.03,

). Investigation of current prediction contrasts forp ! .05
each round indicated that after experience (M[PAE1c �
A1] p �2.96; SD p 5.44; F(1, 24) p 7.42, p ! .01) and
before round 2 ( ; ;M [P � A ] p �4.48 SD p 3.3722 2

F(1, 24) p 44.23, p ! .001), participants significantly un-
derpredicted their performance. Before rounds 3 and 4, par-
ticipants only marginally underpredicted their performance.
Not surprisingly, given the additional experience gained,
participants became more accurate in their next period per-
formance with greater experience.
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TABLE 5

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 3 (DEBIASING EXPERIMENT)

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Slope

Traces completed 8.28 (6.34) 14.48 (6.84) 19.32 (7.11) 24.20 (8.03) 15.92 (4.64)
Prediction:

Before experience 12.60 (12.01) 15.60 (12.70) 17.88 (13.53) 19.92 (15.00) 7.32 (5.65)
Before experience (debias) 11.48 (10.54) 13.96 (11.18) 16.36 (11.94) 18.20 (13.08) 6.72 (4.61)
After experience 5.32 (6.90) 6.80 (8.92) 8.00 (10.02) 9.36 (12.00) 4.04 (5.22)
After experience (debias) 5.44 (6.97) 6.92 (8.93) 8.12 (10.07) 9.52 (12.03) 4.08 (5.24)
Before round 2 10.00 (6.76) 11.96 (7.78) 13.64 (9.05) 3.64 (2.78)
Before round 3 17.92 (7.84) 20.76 (9.32) 2.84 (1.95)
Before round 4 23.24 (8.30) . . .

NOTE.—Standard deviations are in parentheses.

Rate-of-Learning Predictions. Before initial experi-
ence, participants underpredicted the slope of their own
learning curve (M[A4 � A1] - M[PBE4 � PBE1] p 8.60;

, ), and this error increased fur-F (1, 24) p 30.99 p ! .001
ther after initial experience (M[A4 � A1] - M[PAE4 � PAE1] p
11.88; F(1, 24) p 66.75, p ! .001) and continued before
rounds 2 and 3. The results replicated the findings from
experiments 1 and 2 and indicated a systematic undercon-
fidence in predicting the rate of learning. Predictions before
experience were already pessimistic but became even more
so after initial experience. The inaccuracy was greatest after
initial experience and diminished in successive rounds.

Results—Debiasing

Before-Experience Predictions in the Debias Condi-
tion. As can be seen in table 5, participants responded to
the debiasing manipulation by lowering their before-expe-
rience predictions, a significant drop ( ,F (1, 24) p 8.87

) that made them more accurate, although still over-p ! .01
confident; they predicted that they would complete 11.48
( ) traces but actually completed only 8.28SD p 10.54
( ), a significant difference ( ,SD p 6.34 F (1, 24) p 2.89

). Thus, debiasing reduced, but did not eliminate,p ! .05
overconfidence.

After-Experience Predictions in the Debias Condi-
tion. The results are consistent with experiment 1; partic-
ipants were pessimistic after initial experience. Participants
predicted that they would complete 5.32 traces (SD p

) after initial experience. After being reminded of the6.90
debiasing information (told that most people “predict that
they will do worse than they actually do”), participants did
increase the prediction to 5.44 traces ( ), al-SD p 6.97
though the increase in predictions was not significant
( , NS). During debriefing, several partici-F (1, 24) p .68
pants reported that they had not altered their predictions
after practicing because they felt they had already incor-
porated the information about the effect into their first after-
experience predictions. After reading the debiasing infor-
mation, participants remained underconfident in both current
( , ) and rate-of-learning predic-F (1, 24) p 30.38 p ! .001
tions ( , ).F (1, 24) p 69.73 p ! .001

Although providing explicit information about the effect
increased prediction accuracy, the correction was insufficient
to mitigate the effect. The fact that the effect persisted even
after such strong feedback shows it was due not to a lack
of information but rather to a failure to use the information.
The failure of the debiasing manipulation suggests that di-
rectly informing new learners of the pattern of misprediction
does not appear to be a viable managerial intervention for
reducing or eliminating the bias.

EXPERIMENT 4

The object of experiment 4 is to test whether the findings
from the earlier experiments were the result of demand ar-
tifacts created by eliciting predictions before experience.
Potentially, the underconfidence results could be a result of
eliciting the initial overly optimistic predictions. Experiment
4 is designed to eliminate this alternative demand-artifact
explanation.

Method and Procedure

Seventy-one students participated in the experiment for
extra course credit and performance-based payment. Partic-
ipants learned to type using the Dvorak format keyboard.
The Dvorak keyboard layout claims faster typing and less
finger movement than the standard QWERTY keyboard.
While these claims are controversial (Liebowitz and Mar-
golis 1990), we selected the Dvorak keyboard because of
its lack of familiarity and its commercial availability.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of two con-
ditions (single vs. multiple predictions) in a single-factor,
between-subjects design. In the multiple-predictions con-
dition, as in earlier experiments, predictions were elicited
before initial experience and after round 1. In the single-
prediction condition, participants made performance pre-
dictions only after completing round 1 of the task.

The same procedures were followed as in previous ex-
periments. First, participants were given 2 minutes to view
the Dvorak keyboard layout and a copy of the words they
would be asked to type. Next, participants predicted the
number of words they would type. Participants were given
2 minutes to practice with the keyboard. At the end of each
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TABLE 6

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 4 (KEYBOARD TASK)

Single prediction Multiple predictions

Round 1 Round 2 Round 1 Round 2

Actual words typed 14.56 (5.71) 20.00 (4.88) 17.14 (7.54) 21.60 (6.65)
Before-experience prediction 32.11 (16.33) 40.80 (20.94)
After round 1 prediction 17.92 (6.03) 19.57 (7.31)

NOTE.—Standard deviations are in parentheses.

round, participants were instructed that the screen would
display the gross words per minute, the number of errors
typed, and the net words per minute. Finally, as in earlier
experiments, the actual task commenced. After round 1,
participants who had been assigned to the multiple-predic-
tions condition predicted the number of words they would
be able to type. Participants were paid on the basis of their
performance ($.03 # number of words typed) or prediction
accuracy ($.03 # number of words typed � Fnumber of
words typed � number of words predictedF). The average
payment to each participant was $1.04.

Results and Discussion

As can be seen in table 6, the results from the previous
experiments were replicated. In the condition in which
participants made multiple predictions, they were initially
overconfident ( ; ;M [P � A ] p 14.97 SD p 15.30BE1 1

, ). After round 1, in both con-F (1, 34) p 33.52 p ! .001
ditions, they significantly underpredicted their perfor-
mance (M[P22 - A2]single p -2.08; SD p 6.60; F(1, 34) p 3.29,
p ! .05; M[P22 - A2]multiple p -2.03; SD p 6.62; F(1, 35) p 3.59,
p ! .05). Comparing the predictions made in both conditions,
there was no significant difference between the round 2
predictions ( , NS). There is also no sig-F (1, 69) p 1.08
nificant difference between the round 2 prediction error
( , NS) when comparing both conditions.F (1, 69) p .001
Thus, we conclude that the process of eliciting the initial
optimistic predictions did not affect subsequent predictions.

This experiment eliminated the alternative explanation
that demand artifacts lead to performance underpredictions.
The tendency to underpredict persevered, even in the ab-
sence of elicitation before experiencing the task. Thus, we
conclude that the effect was not a vestige of measurement
effects or an overcorrection of early, overly optimistic pre-
dictions.

EXPERIMENT 5

Prior research suggests that consumers’ valuations of prod-
ucts are dynamic and increase as experience with the product
grows (Loewenstein and Strahilevitz 1998). For products
that require consumers to acquire skills, product valuations
should be related to self-predictions of future performance.
Thus, we should expect that for skill-based products, the
increased pessimism with experience that has been docu-
mented in the prior four studies will lead to a decrease in

valuation immediately after initial experience with a prod-
uct. The objective of this experiment is to investigate
whether valuations for skill-based products decline after ini-
tial experience.

Method and Procedure

Thirty-three students participated in the experiment for
extra credit. We again selected typing with the Dvorak key-
board as the learning task. The same procedures as in ex-
periment 4 were followed, except that there was only one
round in the task. Having already demonstrated the drop in
confidence using subjective measures in the prior study, in
this study we only asked participants to provide their val-
uation of the Dvorak keyboard. Note that this procedure is
conservative in the sense of avoiding the potential demand
effect that would have been present if subjects first made
subjective judgments and subsequently provided valuations.
Participants were asked to value the keyboard before ex-
perience and after round 1. The valuations were obtained
using a variation of the Becker, DeGroot, and Marshak
(1964) procedure. Participants were instructed to state the
amount of money that the Dvorak keyboard was worth to
them. They were told that after the experiment, 10% of the
participant responses were to be randomly selected for in-
clusion in an actual drawing for the keyboards. For each
participant selected, a random number between $0 and $40
was drawn. If the number drawn was less than the partic-
ipant’s valuation of the keyboard, then he or she was given
the keyboard. If the number drawn was more than the par-
ticipant’s valuation of the keyboard, then the participant
received the number drawn in cash (five actual exchanges
were selected, with an average payment of $18.60 to payee
recipients—an average of $2.82 per participant).

Results and Discussion

Before the initial experience, the average willingness to
pay for the Dvorak keyboard was $8.30 (SD p 10.34). The
willingness to pay decreased to $6.58 (SD p 9.16) after
experience with the task. This reduction in product valuation
after experience with the Dvorak keyboard was significant
(M p $1.72; F(1, 32) p 5.83, p ! .05).

The results showed that for products that require acqui-
sition of skills, the pessimism resulting from the effect trans-
lated into reduced valuation for the product. We found that
valuations for a skill-based product initially decreased,
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TABLE 7

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 6 (MIRROR-TRACING TASK)

Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Slope

Traces completed 5.89 (6.37) 9.60 (7.51) 12.89 (8.06) 15.66 (8.80) 9.77 (5.72)
Prediction:

Before experience 7.87 (7.06) 9.68 (8.15) 11.11 (9.16) 12.06 (9.77) 4.19 (3.98)
After experience 4.49 (5.44) 5.34 (5.72) 6.06 (6.03) 6.87 (6.61) 2.38 (2.10)
Before round 2 7.53 (7.02) 8.28 (7.56) 8.98 (7.93) 1.45 (1.77)
Before round 3 11.53 (9.06) 12.38 (9.46) .85 (1.12)
Before round 4 14.57 (9.44)

NOTE.—Standard deviations are in parentheses.

TABLE 8

EXPERIMENT 6 (PROCESSING PERCEPTION)

After-experience
processing perception

Processing prediction
for trial 4

After–trial 4
processing perception

Difficulty 5.72 (.17) 4.95 (.20) 4.17 (.24)
Mental effort required 5.38 (.22) 4.89 (.20) 4.23 (.25)
Thought required 5.19 (.23) 4.72 (.22) 4.21 (.26)
Concentration required 6.00 (.16) 5.42 (.19) 4.89 (.22)
Multitask:

9-digit number 4.23 (.11) 4.11 (.11) 3.96 (.10)
Conversation 4.25 (.11) 4.13 (.12) 4.11 (.10)

NOTE.—Smaller average numbers indicate relatively greater system 1 processing; standard errors are in parentheses.

rather than increased, with experience. This decrease in val-
uation after initial product experience has important man-
agerial implications, suggesting that limited product trials
of skill-based products could be detrimental to product sales.
Targeting skill-based product sales before customers try the
task, while they are optimistic, or perhaps after they have
passed through the difficult initial phase would be most
successful.

EXPERIMENT 6

We have theorized that the underprediction of learning rates
is due to the lack of appreciation of the change from system
2 to system 1 processing. Experiment 6 tests this account.
We also examine the role of perceived task difficulty in
explaining performance underprediction.

Method and Procedure

Forty-seven subjects participated in the experiment for a
$4 show-up fee and performance-based pay (average pay-
ment of $14.32 per participant). The mirror-tracing task de-
scribed in experiment 1 was used after a similar procedure.
In addition to predictions, we also obtained measures of the
type of processing.

In a review of the literature on dual processing, Evans
(2007) identifies two important features of system 1 pro-
cessing: nonconsciousness and efficiency. Following Menon
and Raghubir (2003), we measured nonconsciousness by
asking subjects to rate the mental effort, concentration, and
thought required to perform the task. Additionally, we asked

participants to rate the difficulty of the task. Participants
rated each measure on a 7-point scale anchored at not a lot/
a lot (for the mental effort/concentration and thought mea-
sure) and not at all/very (for the difficulty measure). A non-
conscious effort index was formed by averaging the scores
for the mental effort/concentration and thought measures
(Cronbach’s a p .88).

With system 1 processing, attention resources become
available so that the processing of information that is un-
related to task performance becomes easier and more effi-
cient. Perceptions of efficiency were measured by asking
subjects two questions: “Suppose you had to hold a nine
digit number in your mind (conversation) while doing the
task. Would that have made it easier or more difficult to do
the task?” Participants responded on a 5-point scale an-
chored at much easier/much more difficult. An efficiency
index was formed by averaging the scores on these two
questions (Cronbach’s a p .71). After trial 1, measures of
nonconsciousness and efficiency were obtained, and partic-
ipants were also asked to predict their type of processing at
trial 4. At trial 4, the measures were administered again.

Results and Discussion

As in experiments 1–3, the power function (r2 p .99)
provided a better fit to the data than did the exponential
function (r2 p .98; see table 1). The results of experiments
1–3 were replicated, as can be seen in table 7, and are not
reported for brevity. The processing perceptions and pre-
dictions are summarized in table 8. It can be observed that
participants correctly anticipated a shift from system 2 to
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system 1 processing. Comparing predictions of processing
with the actual reported processing measures, however, in-
dicates a failure to appreciate the extent of this shift. Con-
sistent with our expectations, participants significantly un-
derpredicted the extent of the shift as measured by the
nonconscious index (Mpredicted p 15.04, Mactual p 13.34; F(1,
46) p 7.60, p ! .01). The results for the efficiency index
(Mpredicted p 8.23, Mactual p 8.06; F(1, 46) p .59, NS) were
directionally consistent but not significant.

As in previous experiments, after initially experiencing
the task, participants underpredicted (PAE4 � A4) peak per-
formance (MPAE4 p 6.87, MA4 p 15.66; F(1, 46) p 73.94,
p ! .001). To test whether the underprediction of the shift
in processing was related to the failure to appreciate the
speed of learning effect, we examined the relationship be-
tween prediction error in performance and the error in pro-
cessing predictions. The correlation between the underpre-
diction of performance in trial 4 (PAE4 � A4) and the
underprediction of processing development (predicted � ac-
tual processing measures) revealed a positive relationship
as measured by the nonconscious index (r p .41, p ! .01)
and the efficiency index (r p .44, p ! .01). These results
were consistent with the premise that the effect observed in
these experiments is associated with an inadequate appre-
ciation of the speed of the shift in type of processing from
system 2 to system 1.

We also examined whether perceived task difficulty dur-
ing the before-experience learning phase explains the extent
of prediction errors. To test the relationship, we computed
the correlation between task difficulty and prediction errors
for each round. The correlation between task difficulty and
the first-round errors (PAE1 � A1) was positively significant
(r p .43, p ! .01), as well as for the second-round errors
(PAE2 � A2; r p .38, p ! .01). Correlation was marginally
significant for the third-round errors (PAE3 � A3; r p .27,
p ! .06) but only directional for the fourth-round errors (PAE4

� A4; r p .19, p ! .25). Additionally, the correlation be-
tween perceived task difficulty and the rate-of-learning pre-
dictions (PAE4 � PAE1) was significant (r p .39, p ! .01).
Overall, the results suggest that perception of initial task
difficulty explains the extent of errors made in predicting
performance.

The results support the explanation that underprediction
in performance is related to a failure to appreciate how
rapidly system 1 processing overrides system 2 processing.
The results also suggest that perceptions of task difficulty
play a role in explaining prediction errors.

CONCLUSION
When using skill-based products, consumers must overcome
the steep initial learning stage of the skill-acquisition process
to fully use all the product’s features and benefits. We iden-
tify a bias in the early stage of the learning process and
propose an explanation for why this learning phase can ap-
pear intimidating and, therefore, lead to abandonment of the
product.

We have demonstrated consumers’ failure to appreciate

the speed of learning across tasks involving visual and au-
ditory motor skills, across response modes (units and time),
for both skills that were new and those that had to be re-
learned. We postulate that this type of misprediction is likely
to occur for tasks that are novel, require skill development,
and for which there is a steep learning curve. Crucially, the
effect has behavioral consequences such as lowering valu-
ations of products. Although we eventually observed cali-
bration with experience, we suspect that in many cases such
calibration is likely to come too late to prevent initial frus-
tration and attendant behavioral effects. For example, 25%
of first-time snowboarders do not take a lesson, purely be-
cause of their optimistic expectation that snowboarding will
be easy. After trying, 85% of all snowboarders quit and
never become long-term participants in the sport (National
Ski Areas Association and RRC Associates 2003).

These investigations contribute to an already substantial
literature documenting changes in consumers’ evaluations
of products before and after gaining experience with them.
Hamilton and Thompson (2007), for example, show that
consumers tend to evaluate products in higher-level, more
abstract terms before usage but in more concrete, lower-
level terms after gaining experience, which (often belatedly)
increases preference for products that are easy to use relative
to those that are more desirable but difficult to use. The
sudden appreciation of the difficulty of mastering product
usage after initial experience that we document in our studies
is likely to have a similar effect.

Other studies go beyond documenting changes in post-
usage product evaluations and further show that consumers
fail to adequately predict such changes. For example, Zaub-
erman (2003) shows that not only do consumers end up
getting locked into specific products because of aversion to
the small but immediate costs of switching, but they also
fail to anticipate such an effect. Meyer et al. (2008) anal-
ogously find that consumers are willing to pay higher prices
for product features they end up not using. They posit that
usage decisions are driven by short-term learning costs that
are not taken into account sufficiently at the time of pur-
chase, in part because of overoptimism about use of the new
features. Our finding that consumers underpredicted their
own learning curves not only is analogous to these mis-
prediction effects but can also exacerbate them because, for
example, after gaining initial experience with new product
features, consumers are likely to overestimate how long it
will take to master them.

Because product valuations are being formed during the
initial stage of new product learning, we expect marketing
initiatives to be particularly fruitful during this stage of skill-
based product adoption (Hoch and Deighton 1989). Our
results suggest that the success of new products may be
contingent on the degree of learning required. Products,
therefore, should be designed so that the skills required are
those that the consumer has already mastered or can easily
mimic from related tasks. For example, the Nintendo Wii
games require players to perform motions that seem natural
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and familiar, such as punching for boxing, throwing a base-
ball, and swinging a tennis racket.

Previous literature indicates that consumers attempt to
match the capabilities of their purchases to their own per-
ceived skill level (Burson 2007). For example, expert golfers
purchase the less forgiving expert-level golf clubs. However,
our results suggest that consumers purchasing skill-based
products (skis, snowboards, tennis racquets) before expe-
riencing the task will likely select products whose usage
difficulty exceeds their capabilities, which would exacerbate
their initial difficulties in interacting with the product and
accentuate the underestimation of learning effects demon-
strated in this article. Consumers who select a skill-based
product after initial experience, in contrast, are likely to
select products that are easy to use initially but less satis-
factory as the consumer gains expertise.

The structure of promotions and incentives to help people
persist through the learning curve is also important. For
example, promotional schemes targeted at first-time users
must be designed so that consumers have sufficient incen-
tives to endure the difficult initial learning phase. Promo-
tions for skill-based products such as a free first lesson,
samples, or free trials are likely to be less effective than
promotions that help first-time users to achieve a level of
expertise at which they are no longer pessimistic about their
future learning.

Because of the strong behavioral implications of the ef-
fect, firms marketing products or services that require learn-
ing should invest resources to hold consumers’ hands during
the initial stages of product experience or at the least to
encourage new customers to persist through the initial
phases of learning. For example, one of the authors was
involved in the introduction of a national airline’s self-
check-in kiosk. After initial failure to get consumers to
switch from the standard staffed queue, the airline placed
service agents at the kiosks to help customers learn the
technology.

The findings open up several avenues for further inves-
tigation. First, we have examined learning of motor-based
skills only. The generalizability of the effect to other tasks
and the identification of moderating factors are both worthy
of examination. It is plausible, for example, that there are
some tasks that are counterintuitively easy (e.g., holding
your hand in hot water), in which case we would expect
confidence to increase and predictions to become potentially
better calibrated after initial experience. Additionally, it
could be potentially fruitful to investigate situations in which
initial pessimism may not be prevalent (e.g., tasks that are
perceived as difficult from the outset). Second, it would be
useful to test different methods, such as alternative forms
of debiasing, for overcoming the effect. Third, it would be
interesting to test alternative explanations for the effect. For
example, it is possible that in predicting performance on
future trials, people underestimate the slope of skills ac-
quisition because they anchor on their latest performance
level and insufficiently adjust for within-trial learning. A
better understanding of the psychological underpinnings of

the effect could help to explain the effect’s persistence, even
in the face of explicit hints and despite the ample experiences
most people have with having mastered prior tasks.

Much of parenting is about teaching children that persis-
tence pays off—that tasks which initially seem difficult be-
come easier with practice. The results of these studies sug-
gest that, despite whatever lessons our parents might have
sought to teach us, most of us have not fully learned the
lesson. When the going gets difficult, as tends to happen in
the early stages of a task, we tend to become overly pes-
simistic, making us excessively likely to give up on tasks
that could yield long-term fulfillment.
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